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Why Insight for Windows 10? 
At Insight, we define, architect, implement and manage Insight Intelligent Technology 
Solutions™ that help your organization run smarter. Our strong supply chain 
optimization and workplace solutions combined with our data center transformation 
expertise and modernized applications keep business running, foster flexible work 
environments and put you at the forefront of innovation.

 •  30 years of industry experience
 • Operations in 22 countries, serving clients across the globe 
 • Application assessments for Windows® 10 readiness 
 • Accelerated Windows® 10 migration services 
 • SCCM road map for managing updates in the cloud

How Windows 10 will help your organization

At Insight, we understand your business challenges: balancing management of 
a rigid and fragile legacy infrastructure with the need to leverage cloud capabilities 
— all with limited resources. We’ll help you achieve the outcomes you’re working 
toward so you can protect your business from modern security threats, meet shifting 
business demands and streamline IT operations. With our Windows 10 Enterprise 
program, you’ll be able to:

 • Learn how the cloud factors into your solutions.
 • Explore the latest security enhancements.
 • Receive actionable recommendations for deployment.
 • Get an optimized road map for the next 2–3 years.
 • Transition seamlessly after evaluation of infrastructure dependencies.

Insight helps you 
manage business today 
and transform the future.

Microsoft Windows 10 Enterprise
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Windows 10 Enterprise program details 6-week pilot 10-week pilot

Planning, architecture and image design • •
Windows 10 Enterprise image, patched to latest level • •
Up to 5 device model types •
Up to 10 customer applications •
Up to 10 device model types •
Up to 15 customer applications •
Creation of new devices or devices refreshed and/or in-place upgrades • •
System Center Configuration Manager current branch (17 or above) • •
Included seats deployed 250 500

Customer required commitment for seats in production by pilot end 175 250

Half-Day Windows 10 Enterprise strategy session 5-Day Windows 10 Enterprise proof of concept

Different deployment, provisioning and management options Overview of Windows 10 Enterprise

Protection and security recommendations Windows demonstration

Mobile device management strategy Lab setup

A look at new Windows 10 user interface features Image creation

How the cloud factors in and best practices to 
streamline your upgrade

Deployment (Validate up to 5 Systems)

Assessment of current environment

Windows 10 Enterprise Programs*

* Additional terms and conditions apply.

Windows 10 Upgrade Readiness    2 Weeks Windows 10, EMS & O365   1 Week

Setup and Configure Microsoft Cloud Upgrade Readiness (OMS) Overview of Windows 10 Enterprise

Deploy OMS client using SCCM/Intune to Win 7, 8.1 and 10 
(up to 25 Clients & 10 Applications) Office 365 + SSO integration

Collect and assess drivers and application inventory data 
(OMS/SCCM) Azure Intune – Cloud Based Configuration

Review Upgrade Readiness telemetry data for analysis 
Windows 10 

Azure Joined + Azure Intune Cloud Managed 
(Up to Windows 10 Devices)

Insight and Client reviews list of apps to identify business 
critical apps

Multi-Factor Authentication + Identity Protection

Review and make Upgrade Decisions on the Up to 25 
applications for Windows 10 readiness Conditional Access, Polices, and Security

Perform basic testing of applications that have been confirmed 
as non-compatible then verify if the app runs in Windows 10 
without any errors

Azure Information Protection


